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vehicles within the Volvo Group. The main goal of the research on this subject

was to propose to customers’ a personalized maintenance offer which adapts to
their constraints while reducing the impact on the operating costs. To achieve
this, a policy has been developed. This policy works on the dynamic gathering of
information using both the available monitoring information and the knowledge
of the multi-component system. Its objective is to guarantee to the customer the
autonomy of its system over given periods of operation while minimizing the
total cost of maintenance. The paper showed that the policy developed does
indeed reduce the total maintenance cost compared to the previous policy used
within the Volvo group. Nevertheless, this policy still has room for improvement.
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Abbreviations and symbols
AGAN

As Good As New
Replacement cost of system components over [0, ]
Extra cost associated with corrective maintenance when the system fails over the
time interval [0, ]
Diagnostic overhead when the system fails over the time interval [0, ]
()
Total system maintenance cost over the time interval [0, ]
Maintenance decision criterion with
the index of the decision criterion under
study
Threshold limit of degradation of an entity
MFOP
Maintenance Free Operating Period
MRP
Maintenance Recovery Period
MFOPS
Maintenance Free Operating Period Survivability
( ,)
of the system after replacing the assembly.
Confidence level
System reliability
Time
A set of components to be replaced for a given solution
Level of degradation of an entity
()
Preventive threshold of degradation
Inspection period
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1.

Introduction

More than ever, maintenance has a major place in the industry. Indeed, the demand for quality and
productivity is growing. The product must be produced better and faster, without either of these two factors
being put in the background. Industry 4.0 brings new constraints within the production system [1]. To seduce
consumers, industrial companies offer unique and personalized products while maintaining profits, despite
low manufacturing volumes. Thus, production must be adaptable and reactive quickly, which is a major
challenge.
Maintenance is all the technical, administrative and management actions during the life cycle of an asset,
intended to maintain or restore it to a state in which it can perform the required function [2]. A breakdown of a
machine within a company can quickly cost the company millions of euros. This cost includes lost sales, delay
costs that may be part of a contract and also maintenance costs. Thus, maintenance plays a major role in this
industry 4.0. This maintenance advocates continuous improvement and suggests more and more advanced
tools and methods [3].
Previously, maintenance was purely corrective. The failure was expected to react. Over time, maintenance has
become more and more predictive, with systematic maintenance and conditional maintenance. Currently,
maintenance is predictive [2]. This form of maintenance seeks to predict the evolution of the degradation of a
tool during its operation and at the level of its design [4].
This paper was interested in the maintenance problems associated with industrial vehicles, focusing
particularly on the planning of maintenance operations and the development of a design methodology for
maintenance [5]. The goal of the studied application is to propose a maintenance offer personalized according
to each vehicle and able to adapt to the constraints of the users. This offer tends both to guarantee a high level
of availability and to reduce maintenance costs.
All this is based on a maintenance policy that aims to ensure, at a certain risk, the autonomy of a multicomponent system over given operation periods [6]. During these periods, no maintenance operation and no
system failure must disrupt the realization of the missions. At the end of each period, the policy under
consideration evaluates the necessity of a maintenance intervention to ensure the next period with a specified
confidence level. When maintenance is deemed necessary, criteria integrating the costs and efficiency of
maintenance are introduced to select the operations to be performed [7].
Simulation results are used to illustrate the methods developed. An application on a multi-component system
is also carried out, which will allow comparison with models. The multi-component system considered refers
to a sub-system of the industrial vehicle [8]. The objective is to apply the maintenance policy that has been
developed considering the structure of the studied system and the available monitoring information [9].
2.

Method

A maintenance policy has been developed in the framework of this study. This one is based on an existing
maintenance policy: The Maintenance Free Operating Period (MFOP)[10][11]. However, some evolutions
have been brought to this initial maintenance policy. This paper first looked at the maintenance policy to
understand how it works. Then, it followed the development process [12] of the studied maintenance policy.
2.1. The initial maintenance policy: Maintenance Free Operating Period (MFOP)
First, the paper defined the three main quantities associated with the MFOP:
 Maintenance Free Operating Period (MFOP)[13]
 Maintenance Recovery Period (MRP)
 Maintenance Free Operating Period Survivability (MFOPS)
The Maintenance Free Operating Period (MFOP) represents a period of operation during which the equipment
must be able to carry out its assigned missions without maintenance action and without the operator being
restricted in any way due to system failures [14] or limitations [15].
In other words, the MFOP defines a period of operations without interruption due to unplanned maintenance.
The interest of the MFOP is to be interested in the whole life of the system by not applying only on new
systems. This definition does not prohibit failures in a global way. Indeed, they can appear on some
components of the system as long as the progress of the mission is not affected. In an ideal policy based on the
MFOP, corrective maintenance must be bypassed [16]. To do this, planned maintenance periods must be
defined between MFOPs. This is called the Maintenance Recovery Period (MRP).
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The Maintenance Recovery Period (MRP) is defined as the period during which appropriate maintenance is
performed on the system to enable it to successfully complete the next MFOP [17][18]. This maintenance
period following an MFOP or several MFOP cycles is flexible in length. The length of the downtime will
depend on the extent of the maintenance work to be performed [19]. Obviously, in practice it is impossible to
guarantee 100% that no failure will occur on the next MFOP. Therefore, it is crucial to assess this risk with
the Maintenance Free Operating Period Survivability (
).
Maintenance Free Operating Period Survivability (MFOPS) is the probability that the system will survive for
the duration of the MFOP knowing that it was in an operating state at the beginning of the period [20].
Assuming a MFOP of length
units of time, the probability at time that the system will survive
knowing that it is in an operating state is given by:

With
) the reliability of the system at time . Note that and
can also be defined in kilometric
units in the transportation field.
MFOP specifies the needs of customers in a clear manner [21]. It consists of ensuring that users have
autonomy over given periods of operation. To do this, the MFOP shifts virtually all future corrective
maintenance to planned periods of preventive maintenance. This feature maximizes the operational
availability of systems[22]. By avoiding unplanned downtime as much as possible, MFOP reduces system
repair costs but also logistical support by reducing the need to reschedule missions[15]. This concept
facilitates the management of spare parts by reducing uncertainty in the planning of maintenance operations.

Figure 1. Motivation for the MFOP [10]
2.2. The maintenance policy developed
This section aims to present the maintenance policy developed. First, let us specify that the construction of
this policy is based on the constraints of the truck industry [23]. The policy developed aims at ensuring the
proper functioning of a multi-component system [24] over a given period of time with a specified level of
confidence. To do so, it evaluates, at the end of each operational period, the need to maintain the system. If
maintenance is deemed necessary, the policy selects the operations to be performed. Contrary to most of the
works developed on the MFOP concept, this policy is dynamic[25]. This means that the maintenance decision
is adapted according to the monitoring information available online[26].
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In this policy, the objective is to avoid downtime of the system in operation. To achieve this goal, this concept
aims to move all future corrective maintenance to planned preventive maintenance periods (MRP). These
features are well suited to the constraints of transportation systems where the number of maintenance
opportunities is limited and where downtime has strong financial consequences[27]. In addition, will
integrate the possibilities offered by new information and communication technologies within this policy[28].
Thanks to the monitoring information, the maintenance decision is no longer static but based on the current
state of the system.
The proposed policy can adapt to the structure of the multi-component system. It should be noted that our
study focuses on systems with an elementary structure, made of non-repairable components. For these
systems, only component replacements are allowed. The paper also assumes that the replacement allows the
component to recover its initial state (AGAN).
Here are the steps of the decision process and thus the functioning of the developed maintenance policy:
 Step 1 of the decision process: define at time the necessity of a maintenance intervention on the
system. The instant represents either the end of a MFOP or a failure at the system level.
To make this decision, the paper seeks to evaluate the probability that the system will operate until the
end of the next MFOP, knowing the information available at . This paper assumes, at a minimum,
that the information about the operation of the multi-component system is known at time .
- If it is running, this probability is the
( ).
- If the system is down, the
( ) is zero.
 Step 2 of the decision process: compare the
( ) of the system with a specified confidence level
:
- If
()>
, the decision process considers the maintenance intervention
not necessary.
- If
( )<
, maintenance intervention is deemed essential.

Figure 2. Summary of the maintenance policy developed
When a maintenance intervention is required, it is necessary to identify the components to be replaced so that
the system can ensure the next MFOP with the required confidence level. In this framework, a constrained
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optimization[29] problem is introduced to select the replacements to be performed. In general, the problem
can be expressed as:
avec

( , )>

with a set of components to be replaced for a given solution,
the maintenance decision criterion with
the index of the decision criterion under study,
( , ) the
of the system at after replacement
of set , and
the level of confidence to be achieved on the next MFOP.
2.3. Application to an industrial vehicle subsystem
The developed maintenance policy has been applied within a multi-component system[30]. The multicomponent system considered refers to a sub-system of the industrial vehicle. The name of this system is not
specified due to a confidentiality problem. The objective is to apply the developed maintenance policy
considering the structure of the studied system and the available monitoring information[31]. This application
has been carried out in the framework of an internal research project within the Volvo Group[32].
3.

Results and discussion

3.1. Results from the maintenance model developed
Simulations were set up to estimate the total maintenance costs
( ). Note that the total system
maintenance cost
( ) is calculated over a finite time horizon. This horizon is set to 5 years, which
corresponds to the nominal duration of a maintenance contract for an industrial vehicle. This cost
( ) is
broken down as follows :

With
( ) the cost of replacing system components over [0, ],
( ) the extra cost associated with
corrective maintenance when the system fails over [0, ], and finally
( ) the extra cost associated with
diagnosis when the system fails over [0, ].
The simulations performed are based on the Monte Carlo method and are performed over a 5-year horizon.
The purpose of the Monte Carlo method is to calculate a numerical value using random processes, i.e.
probabilistic techniques. Let's consider that the studied system travels on average 100000 km per year.
Moreover, the MFOP is fixed at 50 000 km. This value of the MFOP coincides with the objective of the
Volvo group which is to have, at most, two maintenance stops per year.
To define the optimal parameters of the maintenance policy, simulations are performed considering a
confidence level
ranging from 30% to 85% with a step of 5%. At the monitoring information level,
degradation measurements are available for 4 defined components in the system. The results suggest that for a
MFOP set at 50 000 km, an optimal
of 7 232€ is obtained for a
=50% as it can be seen in the
following figure.

Total cost of maintenance (𝐶𝑡𝑚)

Total cost of maintenance for different confidence levels (MFOP =
50 000 km)
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Figure 3. Total cost of maintenance for different confidence levels (MFOP = 50 000 km)
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3.2. Comparison with the policy used within the company
In order to evaluate the policy currently applied on this system and to be able to compare it with the one
presented in this paper, a maintenance model must be built. Let us consider, first of all, that the reliability
properties as well as the costs and durations have been fixed for each component of the system thanks to a
reliability model. The knowledge of this reliability structure is necessary to manage the assets. The system is
composed of 18 components and it is the same as the one seen in the previous part. Thus, degradation
measures are available for the same 4 components as in the previous part. Finally, the cost model needed to
evaluate
( ) is similar to the one used previously.
In terms of maintenance policy, this is essentially corrective. The Volvo Group considers that most of the
components of this system should not fail over the period covered by the maintenance contract. A conditional
preventive maintenance policy is applied only on the 4 same components used in the previous part which will
be named {A15, A16, A17, A18}.
Developed maintenance policy applied to components

Degradation
information
Preventive replacement

Z(T)

Corrective replacement

L

DISTANCE TRAVELED (KM)

Figure 4. Developed maintenance policy applied to components
To model the maintenance decision process, assume that degradation information is reported every
=50,000km for these four components. Let us also assume that the degradation of these components is
known when the system is down. A preventive degradation threshold
, defined thanks to the technical
specifications, is considered for each component. This is
for components {A15, A16}
and
for components {A17, A18}. Note that ( ) is the degradation level of an entity
and is the threshold limit of degradation of an entity. Depending on the available information, several cases
can be listed for a component:
- If the degradation information indicates that ( ) <
, no maintenance is performed at time on
the component.
- If the degradation information indicates that > ( ) >
, the component is still operating but
preventive maintenance is deemed necessary and should be performed at time .
- As soon as ( ) > , the component is no longer functioning. Depending on the structure and state of
the system, this component is replaced either at the next available degradation information or when
the system is down.
For other components undergoing corrective maintenance, no information is available. Nevertheless, a
diagnosis is performed on all components when the system is immobilized. This allows to identify the
components in failure and to trigger their replacement. To evaluate the
of this system subject to the
current maintenance policy, the Monte Carlo method is applied.
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Current maintenance
policy

Maintenance policy based on the
MFOP (the policy developed)

Gain

7736

7232

6.5%

Table 1. Comparison of the total maintenance cost
of the two maintenance policies considered.
Table 1 compares the
( ) obtained by considering the current maintenance policy and the MFOP-based
maintenance policy. Thus, the maintenance policy developed in this manuscript results in a reduction of more
than 6% in
( ) compared to the current situation. This decrease in maintenance cost is mainly explained
by a drastic reduction in fixed assets of more than 14%. These results thus allow to justify the added value of
the maintenance policy developed in this manuscript on a real system. The policy based on the MFOP also
leads to a slight decrease in the cost dispersion for the simulated individuals.
4.

Conclusions

This paper have been interested in the maintenance problems encountered by industrial vehicles from the
Volvo Group. These industrial vehicles are considered as multi-component systems. The research has been
focused on the planning of maintenance operations and the development of a design methodology for
maintenance. These schedules are static because the information used is not updated during the life of the
vehicle. Maintenance operations are planned at regular intervals and each component is considered
independently of the system. Finally, the feedback from maintenance activities is only minimally considered
to improve the design of the vehicles.
The objective of this research was to propose a customized maintenance offer according to the real use of the
system and adapted to the constraints of the customers. This offer is intended to guarantee a high level of
system availability while reducing the impact of maintenance on operating costs.
In this context, a dynamic maintenance policy has been developed for multi-component systems. Its function
is to ensure, with a certain risk, the autonomy of the system over given periods of operation. These periods,
called MFOP, allow users to perform their missions without being disturbed by system failures or
maintenance operations. At the end of each period, the decision process evaluates the necessity of a
maintenance intervention to guarantee the next MFOP with a specified confidence level. When maintenance is
deemed necessary, a constrained optimization problem has been considered to select the replacements to be
performed. Decision criteria based on the replacement costs and on the overall efficiency of the maintenance
operations were introduced.
The developed maintenance policy has been applied on a real system. This implementation required different
necessary steps. To do so, reliability models were built. This application also required some adjustments to the
maintenance policy to be considered. The results of the simulations carried out on the real system made it
possible to verify the added value of the developed policy on the total cost of maintenance in comparison with
the current policy.
They remain short- and medium-term perspectives for this project. In the short term, the perspectives consist
mainly in extending the work done by lifting the simplifying assumptions used in the modeling. In this paper,
the different works and results presented were obtained on a simulation platform. The longer-term
technological perspective consists in moving from this simulation platform to the implementation on a real
system. In other words, it is necessary to determine by which technological means we can implement the
developments carried out.
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